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Welcome to
CaperCon 2019!
Welcome to CaperCon 2019! Thank you for joining us for our fifth year,
on behalf of the CaperCon Staff !
CaperCon is the only fan convention on Cape Breton Island, presenting its
own unique challenges for many reasons. We’ve done so much growing
and learning over the past five years. As a result, entering this year, we
have so much to be grateful for. We have the most amazing volunteers,
who join us year after year and do everything they can to help the
convention succeed. We have incredible sponsors, who are excited to
work with us and help us in any way we need. We have our families and
friends, who don’t always understand what a convention is, but support
and encourage us as only family and friends can.
We also have you.
None of it would be possible without you. You are the reason this convention exists. You are the reason once a year all of the geekdoms can
unite in a celebration of everything that makes us fans. It hasn’t always
been easy, but you’ve always shown us it’s worth it. Not all heroes wear
capes. Thank you for your continued support. We hope you enjoy your
weekend with us.

COME
PLAY!
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Guests
Robert Picardo, Actor

Born and raised in Philadelphia, Bob graduated from the William
Penn Charter School and attended Yale University. His acting
career began at Yale when he landed a leading role in
Leonard Bernstein’s Mass and later performed it in the European
premiere of that work. Bob, then a biology major, abandoned his
pre-med plans and graduated Magna Cum Laude with a B.A. in
Drama at age 20. He moved to New York and studied acting at
Circle in the Square. In 1977, he made his Broadway debut in the
lead role of the comedy hit Gemini. The following season, he
won the coveted role of Jack Lemmon’s son in Bernard Slade’s
Tribute, re-creating his role in the Los Angeles production. In
California, Bob has played leading roles at the Mark Taper Forum,
The Pasadena Playhouse, the Berkeley Rep (Drama-Logue
Award for The Normal Heart) and other venues.

On television, Bob earned an Emmy Nomination for his role as Mr. Cutlip on The Wonder Years.
He received the Founders Award from Viewers for Quality Television for his combined work on
that show and his starring role as Dr. Richard on the acclaimed Vietnam drama, China Beach.
Bob is recognized around the globe for his curmudgeonly Holographic Doctor on seven seasons
of Star Trek: Voyager. One of the two Voyager episodes Bob also directed, “One Small Step,” was
a moving tribute to the pioneers of space exploration. He has guest starred on many popular
television series and starred as Commander Woolsey on Stargate Atlantis. Bob has appeared in
over two dozen films, including the 2016 Coen brothers comedy, Hail Caesar.
Bob recently joined Bill Nye and Neil DeGrasse Tyson on the Board of the non-profit space
advocacy group, The Planetary Society. Bob believes, “Science fiction dreams the dream and
helps pave the way for real science and exploration to fulfill that dream. If you love science
fiction, you love exploration and you belong in The Planetary Society.”

Emma Caulfield, Actor

Emma Caulfield is known for memorable roles on some of the
biggest television hits of the 90’s and 2000’s. Caulfield was first
notice by television fans for her role on the long running Fox
soap, “Beverly Hills, 90210” as the girlfriend to Jason Priestley’s
Brandon Walsh character, Susan Keats. Caulfield’s run on the
series lasted for thirty episodes and eventually lead to her most
famous recurring television role.
Fans of Joss Whedon’s beloved television series “Buffy the
Vampire Slayer” will recognize Caulfield as a demon known
as Anyanka who went by the human name Anya Jenkins. The
character, who has predilection for wreaking havoc upon men
who had wronged women made her, immediately connected
with audiences so much so that her role was originally
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Guests
expanded from a brief run to a long standing regular who even made an appearance in the
much lauded series finale. Following the end of “Buffy the Vampire Slayer,” Caulfield next
landed her first major starring role in a feature film with the horror hit, 2003’s “Darkness Falls.”
Caulfield followed up the success of her feature film debut with turns on shows such as “Monk,”
“Robot Chicken,” “Private Practice,” “Prime Suspect” and “Once Upon a Time,” for which she
received much praised for her turn as the Blind Witch from Hansel and Gretel. Capitalizing on
the wave of streaming internet content, Caulfield made available the satire, “Bandwagon” as
well as its 12-part sequel web series on You Tube.
In 2016, Caulfield was cast as Cameron Chase in the CBS television series, “Supergirl,” based on
the DC Comics character. 2016 also saw Caulfield return to her role as the Blind Witch on the
ABC series “Once Upon a Time” as well as providing the voice of Nurse Misty Windham in the
web animated series “Fantasy Hospital.”

Ed Brisson, Writer

Ed Brisson is a comic book writer who first started to garner attention with his self-published crime series MURDER BOOK. He broke
into the public spotlight in 2012 with the crime/time-travel thriller
series COMEBACK (Shadowline/Image Comics). In the short time
since then, he’s written and co-created four other series published by
Image: SHELTERED, THE FIELD, THE MANTLE and THE VIOLENT.
His self-published series MURDER BOOK was collected and released
by Dark Horse in early 2015.

Ed has also written for BOOM (SONS OF ANARCHY, CLUSTER, THE
LAST CONTRACT), Marvel (SECRET AVENGERS, SECRET WARS BATTLEWORLD), DC (BATMAN &
ROBIN ETERNAL), IDW (TMNT/X-FILES CONSPIRACY) and many others.
He’s currently writing X-FORCE, DEAD MAN LOGAN and UNCANNY X-MEN for Marvel. He’s been
nominated for the Joe Shuster Award for Best Canadian Writer several times. He lives in Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canada with his wife and daughter.

Jordan Bonaparte, Podcast

Jordan Bonaparte is the host and creator of the award winning audio
documentary series Nighttime.
Born and raised in Sydney, Jordan has gone on to apply his open
minded boy next door approach to telling Canada’s most fascinating
stories to listeners all over the world.
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Combining his lifelong interest in storytelling and the audio production experience he gained during his time in the popular Cape Breton
based band Airport, Jordan’s work on Nighttime is now featured
on a nationally syndicated radio show (Global AM radio) and via the
Nighttime podcast with nearly 10 million downloads.

Guests
Sherry Ramsey, Author

Sherry D. Ramsey is a bestselling Canadian science fiction
and fantasy author, editor, publisher, and creativity addict.
Her books include the Nearspace series, two novels for
middle grade readers, the urban fantasy Olympia Investigations series, and other standalone works. Her latest short
fiction can be found in the new Young Explorer’s Adventure Guide and the forthcoming anthology, Flights from the
Rock. She’s an editor and publisher with the regional small
press Third Person Press, and regularly conducts writing
workshops in person and online. Sherry is a member of the
Writer’s Federation of Nova Scotia Writer’s Council, a
moderator of her local writer’s group, and a past
Vice-President and Secretary-Treasurer of SF Canada, Canada’s national association for
Speculative Fiction Professionals.

Jason Anarchy, Board Game Design

Jason Anarchy is the designer of the irreverent Drinking
Quest series which is both an RPG and a Drinking Game but
also a spoof of the world of gaming.
He also wrangled up 32 webcomic artists for Pretending to
Grownup, a casual card game that celebrates that state of
being a grownup but not feeling like one.

Jason put out a quirky adventure card game called “Haiku
Warrior” which was told entirely through haiku. Later he
teamed up with designer Jonathan Rawlings to bring the
world “Le Neckbeard” a game that examines the cringily relatable phenomenon of “neckbeards”. His newest release is Newfoundland Jam, a colourful jam making game with east coast
cuss words! In the Summer, keep an eye out for HECK: A Tiny Card Game, a teamup with Tiny
Snek Comics which sees the players bidding snake eggs behind tiny GM screens to win critter
friends. Jason travels the world, visiting different conventions and also talks about how great
his biceps are on Twitter.”

Matt Aucoin, Cosplay

Matt had his first introduction to cosplaying at Hal-con in 2011
where he found himself both amazed and inspired by the
creativity and freedom of expression he saw in the community.
The very next year he began plans for his very own full costume.
Cosplaying has not only become a real true passion for Matt, but a
way to connect and feel a sense of belonging among like-minded
creative minds. Matt thoroughly enjoys the creative process of
bringing to life characters that have resonated with him making
the next costume, suit of armor, prop or weapon always just
around the corner.
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Guests
Nikki Brown, Cosplay

Growing up immersed in an environment of all things Geek, Nikki
began dabbling in costuming as a wee youngling. She began attending
conventions 8 years ago which sparked her passion for Cosplay and
she has been making all of her own costumes from scratch ever since.
For her, Cosplay is not only about getting to express herself creatively,
but it’s also about the joy of bringing those characters to life. Although
her fandoms are plentiful, she is best known for her various Wonder
Woman Cosplays. Nikki is a unicorn obsessed self proclaimed Magical
Girl who loves meeting new people and will most likely talk your ear
off if you let her. To stay up to date on all her Cosplay adventures
check out her Instagram @prideoftheamazons

Danica Brine, Comic Artist

Danica Brine is an comic artist/illustrator from New Brunswick. She began drawing at a young age which then turned
into a career today. Danica has worked on short story
comics for independent magazines in Canada and France
and the US. Most recently Mike Weiringo’s Tellos anthology
and a story in All We Ever Wanted anthology with a New
York Times mention. In addition, Danica also illustrated a
few covers for Image comics (Wayward, Elephant,
Exosisters) and Titan comics with Doctor Who. Currently,
Danica is busy developing an original graphic novel at Oni
press.

Nick Bradshaw, Artist

Nick Bradshaw is an Atlantic Canadian artist whose worked
for Marvel, DC Comics and Various other publishers around
the world. He’s provided art chores on such titles as
Spider-man, X-MEN, Avengers, Guardians of the Galaxy,
Justice League, Teen Titans and many more.

Please check out www.capercon.ca and the
photo/autograph area for times and pricing of
our guests!
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Guest Panels & Events
Emma Caulfied Q&A
Actress Emma Caulfield (Buffy the Vampire
Slayer, Beverly Hills 90210, Darkness Falls) answers questions from the audience.
Funding Games on Kickstarter Q&A
(Jason Anarchy)
Designer ‘Jason Anarchy’ goes through all the
steps of getting a game funded on Kickstarter.
Having been a part of 10 funded games using
crowd funding, Jason knows all the Do’s and Don’t
if you want to bring your game idea to life. This
panel will be heavy on Question and Answer and
all crowd funding questions are welcome!
How to Break Into Comics (Ed Brisson)
Comic book writer Ed Brisson (Marvel’s Uncanny
X-Men, X-Force, Dead Man Logan) shares his
best advice on how to break into the comic book
industry.
Jordan Bonaparte Q&A
Creator of the Nighttime Podcast answers questions from the audience.
Armour Building Basics (Nikki Brown and Matt
Aucoin)
An intro to armour building with EVA foam. This
will cover a basic overview of the full process of
an armour build from the start of pattern making,
all the way through to painting and detailing your
final piece. There will be a live demonstration of
how a piece is assembled.
Thermoplastics in Cosplay (Nikki Brown and
Matt Aucoin)
An introduction on cosplay creation using Thermoplastics. A variety of different
plastics will be on hand as we cover the different
treatment each requires. There will be a broad
overview of what each
Thermoplastic is best suited for, as well as a live
demonstration on how to shape your pieces.
Sketch Dual (Danica Brine and Nick Bradshaw)
Artists compete with guest artists Nick Bradshaw
and Danica Brine to find out who speed draws it
best, as judged by the audience.
The Comic Page Process (Danica Brine and
Nick Bradshaw)
A comic page from start to finish:
Storyboard, pencil, ink, colour and print as

explained step by step by Danica Brine and Nick
Bradshaw.
Weird Nova Scotia – 5 stories by the Nighttime
Podcast (Jordan Bonaparte)
Nova Scotia isn’t just lighthouses and scenic
look offs. It gets quite weird here. Join Jordan
Bonaparte (the host and creator of the Nighttime
podcast) for a journey through five of his favorite
stories set in Nova Scotia. From Jesus Christs
appearance at a local coffee shop to one of the
world’s most compelling UFO sightings. Jordan
will share some of what he has learned during his
research into these fascinating stories.
Topics include:
Jesus Christ’s visit to Tim Horton’s (North Sydney)
The disappearance of TROY COOK (Truro)
ESTHER COX, the great Amherst mystery (Amherst)
The Shag Harbour UFO Incident (Shelburn
County)
The Bayers Lake Mystery Walls (Halifax Regional
Municipality)
Do You Call Yourself a Writer?
(Sherry Ramsay)
Do you hesitate to call yourself a writer? It’s not
always easy to develop confidence as a writer,
but every successful writer faces this challenge.
Learn why we struggle with these insecurities,
and strategies to overcome them. We’ll talk about
sharing work, dealing with feedback and criticism,
preparing for submissions and rejections, and
how we learn to call ourselves writers.
Rules & Rebels: Find the Writing Advice that
Works for You (Sherry Ramsay)
Does it seem like there are more “rules of writing”
than there are writers? How can you possibly
follow them all? (Hint: you can’t!) Come and learn
what “rules” will work for you and when it’s better
to be a rebel. We’ll discuss the most-quoted “rules
of writing,” how valid they really are in today’s
publishing world, and what to do when it seems
like you can’t possibly follow all these “rules.”
Writing Villains Your Readers Love to Hate
(Sherry Ramsay)
Great villains are the heroes of their own stories;
weak villains can make a great story collapse.
Come learn how to challenge your heroes with
bad guys your readers will love to hate.
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Panels & Events
All Hail the King! Jack Kirby’s Influence on Art
& Culture
Jeff Wilson discusses the artwork and genius of
the undisputed King of Comics, Jack Kirby!

do I do here???Join us as we discuss not only
etiquette, but offer tips, tricks and advice to help
you navigate the floor and enjoy any convention
to its fullest!

Bad Fan Fiction: PG and 18+
(Jeff Bushnik)

Danganronpa 2: Ask The Cast
(Megan Renee Jeffery)
Have you ever had any questions you wanted to
ask the cast of the video game Danganronpa 2:
Goodbye Despair? If yes, then this is your chance!
A small group of cosplayers have come together
to play the parts of certain characters for fun and
entertainment.

Breaking Down Life Drawing!
(For beginners and intermediate artists)
(Miriam Williams)
Everyone will agree that life drawing is essential
for every artist, but where do you even start?
What even is life drawing?? How do you draw
something that’s always moving??? What do you
mean “you need to warm up first”???? Well, let’s
find out together! Join us, newbies and old hats,
as we break it all down. From the bare-bones to
poses, to weight distribution and beyond! Be sure
to bring lots of paper and pencils, too!
CaperCon’s Ultimate Nerd Trivia v 2.0
(Avery Varnes)
With the success of the first run of CaperCon’s
Ultimate Nerd Trivia, we’re back for round 2!
Think you’ve got what it takes to be the Ultimate
Nerd? Bring your team of 5 (maximum) or ride

Disney karaoke
Be our Guest! Be our Guest! Put your singing skills
to the test!
**Singers will be picked from a raffle system.
Harry Potter and the Sacred Text – CaperCon
Edition (Heather Spares)
Based on the practices of the Harry Potter and
the Sacred Text podcast, the participants of this
panel will take part in examining and discussing
a chapter of the Harry Potter books through a
particular theme, including using the Christian
spiritual reading practice of Lectio Divina. Delve
deep into the story with other lovers of Harry
Potter, and learn something new about yourself
and the world around you. No religious affiliations
are required for participation: all are welcome!
Chapter of Focus: Harry Potter and the HalfBlood Prince, Chapter 14: Felix Felicis
Theme: Distraction

solo and take on Trivia Master Avery and his
diabolical (and wholly geeky) questions – the
winning team/player will be crowned CaperCon’s
“Ultimate Know-It-All(s)” and have a shot at some
glittering prizes!
Con Etiquette! What to expect and what’s
expected of us! (Miriam Williams)
Convention are fun and exciting opportunities to
meet and bond with fellow nerds about all the
things we hold near and dear, but it can also be a
bit overwhelming. How should you greet vendors
or get their attention? What should I pack (aside
from my cosplay)? How do I handle hotels? What
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Panels & Events
J-Fashion Explosion! Clothes that are five
times more fun (Victoria Salt)
Myself and some friends will be talking about
different Japanese fashion styles such as lolita,
kadona, fairy kei, etc. Some of us will be dressed
in these styles. The panel will lean a bit more
towards lolita, as that is where we have the best
knowledge! I will have a PowerPoint with pictures,
and we will be open to questions and discussion!

Stories From The Grove
Come listen to our players tell the stories that
will prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that if you
haven’t LARPed you’re missing out. Underworld
LARP Cape Breton: Tempest Grove is the Island’s
only LARP game and we have a dedicated base of
players that love to show up and talk about our
passion. Stop by and hopefully you’ll never want
to leave again!

Make It So! The Impact of Science Fiction on
Humanity
Jeff Wilson discusses the origins and influences
of science fiction on human culture, from Frankenstein to Star Trek and beyond!

The Truth About Furries (Angelica Mary
Gordon)
The media is full of misconceptions about furries. This is an informative and fun panel about
furries – run by furries! It’s your chance to ask us
anything about our fandom, it’s culture and its
impact. We absolutely invite people who are not
furries to attend.

Make Up 101 (Baillie Elizabeth Ferguson)
Want to learn basic makeup skills? Need to learn
how perfect that one last detail for your cosplay?
Come to Make Up 101!
Make up artist Baillie Ferguson will teach you all
you need to know.
This panel will teach you where to find the best
products and how to use them to your advantage.
Make up is an art form and can be the final touch
to help complete any cosplay.
There will be time for questions and demos can
be done if there are volunteers! Open to all ages!
My Hero Puppet Pals (Chris Southwell)
My Hero Puppet Pals is an interactive experience
where puppets and cosplayers combine! Come
see class 1A and teachers. See them interact and
ask questions, it is a show you don’t want to miss!

Sally Face Q&A And Theory (Hayley Croft)
This panel is all about the game Sally Face. Ask us
any questions you deem appropriate, and theorize
with us about the game’s upcoming chapters.
Sketchbook Socials! The Art of Being Creative
Jeff Wilson hosts a drawing workshop that will
awaken the creative power within you! Free
sketchbook included for all participants!

Um, Actually: The Game Show of Nerdy
Corrections (Kyle MacNeil)
Um, Actually is a show where I tell you false
statements about the franchises you love and
ravenously defend, and then you correct me in
the most obnoxious way possible! It’s a place for
nerds to vent and brag about how much they
know, but don’t forget, all corrections must be
proceeded by the phrase ‘Um, Actually…’
It will be a jeopardy style game-show, based off of
the hit CollegeHumor series hosted by Mike Trapp.
Check out the official series on Dropout.tv!
Underworld LARP Cape Breton: Tempest
Grove fighting demo
If you’re reading this, chances are you already
know how to roleplay. This demo is to show you
how much fun you’re missing out on if you’re
just RPing without the Live Action. We’ll bring our
weapons and show you how to use them… and
then give you free reign to cry havoc and let slip
your dogs of war. Or, hey, you can just stop by and
watch people hitting each other for fun if that’s
your bag.
Vaughn Yells At Things: Vaughn had a clever
name for this panel (Vaughn MacDonald)
All welcome to the the biggest mistake you’ll
make all weekend! what is this panel? Its usually
just me and the crowd debating if the Wolfman
goes to heaven if all dogs go, or at least what half.
The only exception is I usually have a microphone
and I have a desk. The only guaranteed barracuda
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free panel! Unless someone else uses this joke
as well, or someone cosplays a barracuda out of
spite! I don’t know what a barracuda looks like
and at this point I’m too proud to Google it.
A Writer’s Critique Survival Guide (Third
Person Press)
Giving and receiving critique comments can be
one of the most helpful–and terrifying–experiences for a writer at any level. Come learn how
to offer helpful critiques and survive receiving
your own!
We’ll talk about being on both sides of the
critiquing process and how to get the most out of

the experience, as well as helpful tips and tools.
Attendees can enter a draw to receive a critique
on a short piece of writing.
You—Yes, You—Can Cosplay, Too! (Beginner
Cosplay Panel) (Meggan Howatson)
Want to start cosplaying, but don’t know how?
Have an interest in cosplay, but are intimidated by
the amazing work others are doing? Never fear!
We all start somewhere, and it’s so important
to push past those initial worries and dive into
the fun of cosplay! This panel will offer beginner
advice regarding cons and costumes, as well as
some tips and tricks of the trade.

FanFiction Theatre:
The Three Brothers
(Jule Ann Hardy)
FanFiction Theatre is back, and this time
for redemption: The Wizarding Academy
of Dramatic Arts’ Travelling Players return
to present their new production of The
Three Brothers, adapted from Beedle
the Bard’s Tale of the Three Brothers.
However, the Dark Lord himself has come
to crash the party and fulfill his true
goal – to become the Master of Death…
on stage. The cast and crew must do
their best to survive the day by thwarting
Voldemort’s plan of retrieving the Elder
Wand, get through all their costume
changes and remember their lines! After
all, the show must go on! At least until the
Aurors show up.
The Three Brothers is a performance
parody set in the Harry Potter universe
adapted by Jule Ann Hardy. Basically,
it’s Fan Fiction Theatre. Harry Potter and
Tales of Beedle the Bard belong to JK
Rowling.
Friday, 7:00 – 8:00 pm, Main Events
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Costume Contest
The Costume Contest is a time for you to showcase and compete with your best
cosplay work! The event welcomes all ages, skill-levels, and ambitions!
Registration will be held at the Data Desk at the designation times on Friday and
Saturday morning. Prejudging will take place early Saturday afternoon.
The possible categories you can enter are: Junior (12 & under), Novice,
Journeyman, Artisan, and Master. The presentation category is also an option for
those who have not made their costume, but wish to perform on stage and not
compete in the competition itself.

Sign Up Times:

Sign-up 1 (Location: Data Desk): Friday (Sept. 20): 5pm-6:00pm
Sign-up 2 (Location TBD): Saturday (Sept. 21): 10am-11:30am
Pre-Judging (Location: Dino): Saturday (Sept. 21): 1pm-3pm
Green Room Entrance (Location TBD): Saturday (Sept. 21): (one hour before
contest begins)
Costume Contest (Main Events): Saturday (Sept. 21): 5:00pm – 7:00pm
***Winners will receive a certificate and prize. Winners will be announced
during Closing Ceremonies that will take place Sunday (Sept. 22) afternoon.
For more information, please visit the Data Desk during convention weekend.
Rules & Category Guidelines can be found on capercon.ca
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Main Schedule
September 20 - Friday
3:00pm - 3:30pm

Opening Ceremony

Main Events

3:30pm - 4:30pm

Con Etiquette!

Panel Room Unicorn

4:00pm - 5:00pm

Emma Caulfield - Photos

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

4:30pm - 5:30pm

How to Break Into Comics with Ed Brisson

Main Events

5:00pm - 6:30pm

Costume Contest Registration

Data Desk

5:00pm - 6:00pm

Do You Call Yourself a Writer?

Panel Room Serpent

5:00pm - 6:30pm

Underworld LARP: Tempest Grove Demo

Demo Arena

5:00pm - 6:00pm

Emma Caulfield - Autographs

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

5:30pm - 7:00pm

Breaking Down Life Drawing!

Panel Room Werewolf

6:00pm - 7:00pm

Bad Fan Fic (PG)

Panel Room Dino

6:30pm - 7:30pm

Make It So! The Impact of Science Fiction on
Humanity

Panel Room Unicorn

6:30pm - 7:00pm

Emma Caulfield - Photos

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

7:00pm - 8:00pm

Fan-Fiction Theater Presents: The Three Brothers
(Performance)

Main Events

7:30pm - 8:30pm

A Writer’s Critique Survival Guide

Panel Room Werewolf

7:30pm - 8:00pm

Emma Caulfield - Photos

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

8:00pm - 9:00pm

Um, Actually: The Game Show of Nerdy Corrections
+18

Panel Room Serpent

8:00pm - 9:00pm

Emma Caulfield - Autographs

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

8:30pm - 9:30pm

Funding Games on Kickstarter

Panel Room Unicorn

9:00pm - 10:00pm

Bad Fan Fic +18

Panel Room Werewolf

September 21 - Saturday
11:00am - 12:30pm Costume Contest Signup

Data Desk

11:30am - 1:00pm

Main Events

Disney Karaoke

11:30am - 12:30pm Armour Building Basics

Panel Room Serpent

11:30am - 12:00pm Emma Caulfield - Photos

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

12:00pm - 1:00pm

Panel Room Werewolf

Sketchbook Socials! The Art of Being Creative

12:00pm - 12:30pm Robert Picardo - Photos

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

12:30pm - 2:00pm

Underworld LARP Fighting Demo

Demo Arena

1:00pm - 2:00pm

Emma Caulfield & Robert Picardo - Autographs

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor
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September 21 - Saturday
1:00pm - 3:00pm

Costume Contest Pre-Judging

Panel Room Dino

1:00pm - 2:00pm

The Truth About Furries

Panel Room Unicorn

1:30pm - 2:30pm

Sktech Battle

Main Events

2:00pm - 3:00pm

Mayhem Avenue: A Homebrew Murder Mystery Game
+14

Demo Arena

2:00pm - 2:30pm

Robert Picardo - Photos

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

2:30pm - 3:30pm

Makeup 101

Panel Room Unicorn

2:30pm - 3:00pm

Emma Caulfield

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

3:00pm - 4:00pm

Robert Picardo Q & A

Main Events

3:30pm - 5:00pm

Underworld LARP - Game Scenario + Character
Creation

Demo Arena

4:00pm - 5:00pm

Thermoplastics in Cosplay

Panel Room Dino

4:30pm - 5:30pm

Sally face Q & A + Theory

Panel Room Werewolf

4:30pm - 5:30pm

Emma Caulfield & Robert Picardo Autographs

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

5:00pm - 7:00pm

Costume Contest - Preformance

Main Events

5:00pm - 6:00pm

Writing Villains Your Readers Love to Hate

Panel Room Serpent

5:30pm - 6:30pm

Mayhem Avenue: A HomebrewMurder Mystery Game
+14

Demo Arena

6:00pm - 7:30pm

My Favorite NS Mysteries W/ Jordan Bonapart of
The Nighttime Podcast

Panel Room Dino

6:00pm - 7:00pm

Danganronpa 2: Ask The Cast!

Panel Room Unicorn

6:00pm - 7:00pm

Emma Caulfield - Photos

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

7:00pm - 8:00pm

Robert Picardo - Photos

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

7:30pm - 8:30pm

Stories From the Grove +18 (Tempest Grove LARP)

Panel Room Unicorn

7:30pm - 8:30pm

Mayhem Avenue: A Homebrew Murder Mystery Game
+14

Demo Arena

8:00pm - 10:00pm

The Do - Saturday Night Dance Party!

Main Events

8:30pm - 10:00pm

CaperCon’s Ultimate Nerd Triva v.2

Panel Room Werewolf

September 22 - Sunday
11:00am - 1:00pm

Garage Sale

11:00am - 12:30pm Emma Caulfield & Robert Picardo Autographs

Demo Arena
Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

11:30am - 12:30pm

All Hail the King! Jack Kirby’s Influence on Art &
Culture

Panel Room Dino

12:00pm - 1:00pm

You-Yes, You-Can Cosplay, Too!

Panel Room Werewolf

12:30pm - 1:30pm

The Comic Page Process

Panel Room Serpent

12:30pm - 1:00pm

Emma Caulfield - Photos

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor
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September 22 - Sunday
1:00pm - 2:30pm

Harry Potter and the Sacred Text - CaperCon Edition

Panel Room Unicorn

1:00pm - 1:30pm

Robert Picardo Photos

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

1:30pm - 2:30pm

Emma Caulfield Q & A

Main Events

2:00pm - 2:30pm

Robert Picardo Photos

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

2:30pm - 3:30pm

Rules & Rebels: Find the Writing
Advice that Works for You

Panel Room Serpent

2:30pm - 3:00pm

Emma Caulfield - Photos

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

3:00pm - 4:00pm

Jordan Bonapart Q & A

Main Events

3:00pm - 4:30pm

Emma Caulfield & Robert Picardo Autographs

Guest Area on Vendor
Floor

3:30pm - 4:30pm

J-Fashion Explosion! Clothes that are five times more
fun

Panel Room Dino

4:00pm - 5:00pm

Vaughn is going to yell at things +18

Panel Room Werewolf

5:00pm - 6:00pm

Closing Ceremony

Main Events

**These times are subject to change

Mayhem High – Murder Mystery
A Halloween dance goes wrong when a body is discovered in the locker room…
It’s Saturday, October 29th, 2016.
As the evening begins to fade and the streets are covered in a blanket of darkness, the crisp fall
air breezes through the town of Downfalls.
The street of Mayham Avenue is busy as the townsfolk prepare for the costume party at the
local high school. Tonight will be the 15th year for the annual Mayham Community Halloween
Party!
By the time 11 o’clock came around, the night was full of music and
dancing.
When all of a sudden there was a loud scream that pierced the
night, pub owner Change Ling came running out of the locker room;
almost knocking over the Mayor’s wife Santana Jones. “SHE’S GONE,
SHE’S GONE!,” he repeated over and over.
The whole gym went silent. Police Chief Hunder Paid rushed over to
the scene where Marley Marlow lay cold and lifeless. She was sort of
a ‘newcomer’ to this town. She was quiet, a person that liked to keep
to herself, but there was just something that seemed off about her…
Who would want to kill someone who has never bothered anyone?
Why?
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Pokémon League
The CaperCon Pokémon
League is your chance to
become a Pokémon Master!
Face off against the eight
Gym Leaders and earn
badges on your path to greatness! Battle eight gyms,
each focusing on different Pokémon types. After defeating each Gym Leader and claiming their badges,
comes a battle with the Champion, and your shot
at the title, as well as a winner’s prize pack! Trainers
of all ages and skill levels are welcome to compete,
and encouraged to come share their love of the
Pokémon series!
More info: www.facebook.com/CaperConPokemon

Role-Play Row
Have you ever wondered what it would be like
to take on a quest to save a stunning noble or
take down the master of some fiendish cult
with your magic? Well, now is your chance!
Role-Play Row will be hosting a collection of
great RPG campaigns for you to try. There’s
lots to check out, whether your interests align
with something terrifying and horror laden,
fantastical and roguish, or comical and witty.
COME PLAY at Role-Play Row

Gaming Gateway and
Lending Library
Need a break from the bustle of the con? Then COME PLAY at one of our many
Gaming Gateways or Lending Library! Gaming Gateway will host a variety of console
gaming where you can simply sit down and enjoy whatever is available.
There will also be various table top or card games to try if you just want to chill and
play some CATAN. Demos and meet ups will be scheduled throughout the weekend.
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Gaming
40K Kill Team and AoS Warcry
(Ed Mah)
Teach people how to play 40k Kill Team and AoS
Warcry.
Blades in the Dark:
(Liam Black)
You’re a cut-throat gang trying to make your
mark in a city of death and excess. Lie, cheat, steal
and slay your way up in the underworld
while keeping sane with some chemical assistance.
Dragon Ball Super TCG
(Ed Mah)
Learn how to play Dragon Ball Super TCG! We will
even supply you with your own deck to try out
that you can keep!
Dungeons & Dragons 5th Edition:
(Liam Black and Chris Barron)
This most popular of role-playing games thrusts
you into a medieval fantasy world where you take
on the identify of a Rogue, Fighter,
Wizard, Ranger, Cleric, Sorcerer (&etc.) as you
traverse wilds and delve dungeons.
Games On Board
Games On Board is excited to return to
CaperCon!!! We’re bringing all new game demos
for you to try. Also check out our Gaming
Library for the hottest games to play today!
Heroclix
(Ed Mah)
Want to learn how to play Heroclix?
Come on down! No minis or dice required! We will even give you a team
to play with while
supplies last!
Mouse Guard:
(Liam Black)
You are a member of the Mouse
Guard, an
organization dedicated to protecting
the Mouse Territories from predators
and protecting mice
from the elements, unexpected
events and occasionally each other.
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My Little Pony Tails of Equestria RPG:
(Liam Black)
This RPG is set in Equestria, the world of My Little
Pony. It’s simplified rules and familiar theme
make it an ideal introductory
role-playing experience, though the game has
enough depth to appeal to veterans who are fans
of the setting.
Star Trek Adventures
(Liam Black)
Boldly go where few have gone before, as a
crewmember on a star ship carrying out a 5-year
mission to seek out new worlds and to find
new life and new civilizations -- while encountering all manner of threats and obstacles.
Soulvaria
Offering VR game experiences to patrons.
Transformers Trading Card Game
(Darrell J. Howard)
Come learn to play the Transformers Trading Card
Game (by Wizards on the Coast) at CaperCon!
We’ll cover everything from
basic gameplay to deck construction, and there
will even be supplied demo decks (limited quantity). The game is only 3 sets in
so now is the perfect time to get in on the action!
There will be 2 demo events available, (both 3
hours long so you don’t need
to rush) on Friday and Sunday! Times on the
schedule.

Gaming Schedule
September 20 - Friday
3:00pm - 9:00pm

FRIDAY NIGHT CARD FIGHT featuring MAGIC
THE GATHERING, TRANSFORMERS THE CARD
GAME, KEYFORGE

3:30pm - 5:30pm

Mouse Guard (4 spots; All Ages)

Liam Black

3:30pm - 9:00pm

Warhammer

Local NPC

4:00pm - 8:00pm

Heroclix

Local NPC

4:00pm - 7:00pm

Transformers TCG

5:00pm - 8:00pm
5:30pm - 8:30pm

MILLENIUM BLADES OPEN TOURNAMENT

Games On Board

Wizards on the Coast
Games On Board

Blades In The Dark (4 spots; 13+ Mature themes) Liam Black

7:00pm - 10:00pm

Dragonball

Local NPC

September 21 - Saturday
11:00am - 12:00pm

Newfoundland Jam

11:00am - 3:00pm

LEAVING EARTH

111:00am - 1:00pm

D&D 5th Edition (6 Spots; All Ages)

11:00am - 1:00pm

Pokemon League Tournament

11:30am - 4:00pm

Warhammer

Local NPC

12:30pm - 4:30pm

Heroclix

Local NPC

1:00pm - 5:00pm

RPG Dungeon World

1:30pm - 3:30pm

Star Trek Adventures (5 spots; All Ages)

2:00pm - 6:00pm

CUTTHROAT CAVERNS

4:00pm - 6:00pm

Dragonball

5:00pm - 10:00pm

RPG TAKEDOWN Swords of the
Serpentine - GUMSHOE

3:00pm - 9:00pm

Warhammer

7:00pm - 10:00pm

SMALL WORLD

Jason Anarchy
Games On Board
Liam Black
Pokemon League

Games On Board
Liam Black
Games On Board
Local NPC
Games On Board
Local NPC
Games On Board
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September 22 - Sunday
11:00am - 1:00pm

BARGAIN QUEST

11:00am - 1:00pm

Dragonball

Local NPC

12:00pm - 1:30pm

My Little Pony RPG (5 Spots; Kids Game)

Liam Black

12:30pm - 4:30pm

RPG System: Scum and Villainy - Forged in the
Dark

Games on Board

12:30pm - 4:30pm

RED DRAGON INN OPEN TOURNAMENT (ages
14+ only)

Games on Board

12:00pm - 4:00pm

Warhammer

Local NPC

2:00pm - 4:00pm

Heroclix

Local NPC

ALL DAY

Warhammer

Games On Board

Tourney Town

**These times are subject to change

CaperCon is thrilled to partner with Autism Nova Scotia Cape Breton Region at this year’s fan
convention.
A dedicated, quiet space will be offered for the entirety of opening hours, while a more autism
friendly/sensory friendly space will be managed by staff and volunteers of the CB Chapter of
Autism NS on Saturday, Sept.21, 12noon-5pm; which is expected to be the more heavier traffic
time.
Individuals who are strongly affected by bright lights and loud noises, that may require a
break, will have this space readily available to them, and help the festival be more inclusive for
everyone.
Representatives from the Autism Chapter will also host a table in the gaming area to help
increase awareness and acceptance of autism spectrum disorder and to gauge interest for its
own D&D social group within their own chapter’s programming.
For more information you may reach out to Samantha Gascoyne, Autism Support Coordinator
of Autism NS, CB Chapter at (902) 202-8011 or cbregion@autismns.ca
For more information about CaperCon, visit their website http://capercon.ca/ or find them on
Facebook.
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Mjolnir: Are you worthy?

Beautifully constructed by local Charlie Fitzergerald, this replica of the God of
Thunder’s hammer is a great addition to this year’s convention. Come visit the
Mjolnir booth on the Exhibitor Expressway floor (Booth i6), and test your ability
to see if you are worthy.
All donations given will be donated to the wonderful local charity Caleb’s
Courage.
The prize this year is a deluxe prize pack of a variety of items donated by
Atomic Records.
Donations given over $2 will receive a ballot

www.calebscourage.com
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WIN ME!!
Two items made and donated to CaperCon by
Blackwater Armoury:
1. Helmet - 9oz carved leather helmet
with horsehair crest and maille aventail.
Battle ready.
2. A dragon scale and
flower crown - fit for
mermaids, dragon queens and many
more. This beautiful accessory incorporates fabric flower with anodized
aluminium scale in purple and blue. The crown is one size fits most, and is mounted on a flexible headband. Comes with a matching chain maille and scale maille
choker done in capercon colours.
These items will be raffled off from tickets sold during CaperCon 2019. All proceeds
will be donated to a local charity.
Winners will be drawn Sunday September 22nd, during closing ceremonies
About Blackwater Armoury:
Blackwater Armoury Crafts Guild located in Cape Breton offering handcrafted
armor, leather goods, and jewelry and
accent pieces for your Cosplay and
LARP needs.
www.blackwaterarmoury.com
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Vendor Hall
A1 - The Local NPC
A2 - Blackwater Armoury
A3 - Gamezilla & Ohmyfrigg
A4 - Theatrehub
A5 - Kuko Creations
A6 - Blind Leviathan
A7 - Caleb’s Courage
B1 - Rainbow’s End Books and Discs
B2 - Purple Pitbull Collectables
B3 - C200
B4 - Atomic Records & Collectibles
B5 - Atomic Records & Collectibles
B6 - Tat-Tomb
B7 - Tat-Tomb
C1 - Arcane Angel
C2 - Arcane Angel
C3 - Geek Kingdom
C4 - Geek Kingdom
D1 - Sense and Sensibilitea
D2 - Nuclear Knick Knacks
D3 - Cheerful & Cheeky
D4 - Out of the Broom Closet
D5 - Out of the Broom Closet
D6 - Child’s Play Hobbies and Props
D7 - GUEST - Nick Bradshaw
D8 - GUEST - Danica Brine
D9 - GUEST - Ed Brisson
D10 - GUEST - Sherry D. Ramsey
D11 - Emily Ramsey
D12 - Shinyjpg
D13 - Kastraz & Greyvestone
D14 - Geecomics
D15 - Guillozine
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E1 - Earrings by Ellen
E2 - Flyknife Comics
E3 - The Motley Merchants Guild
E4 - Robert Jennex
E5 - The Art of J.L.J-F. Léger
E6 - Sustainable Geekery
E7 - GUEST - Jordan Bonaparte
E8 - GUEST - Matt Aucion &
Nikki Brown
E9 - Playerprophet
E10 - Plush Mayhem
E11 - The Surliest Mermaid
E12 - Witty Needles
E13 - Pixie Dust Creations
E14 - Pixel-Nation
E15 - Pixel-Nation
F1 - April M Designs
F2 - Gord’s Comics and Cards
F3 - Gord’s Comics and Cards
F4 - Chrissi H
F5 - Calendork
F6 - Witch Planet
F7 - FandomPlus
F8 - FandomPlus
F9 - Indigo Books
F10 - Austin’s Art Prints
& Absolutely Radical Trash
F11 - Lady Jotaro
F12 - Pincushion Cat Plushies
F13 - NickNack Art
F14 - Jeff Wilson: Artist-at-Large
F15 - Kimberly’s Readings

Photo
Booth

CaperCon
Info Booth
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Our Sponsors!
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Our Donators!
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